
LUNCH MENU
Weekdays from 11-14 (Also Takeaway)

All meals are cooked on order.
When sharing a dish, an extra charge of 60 kr will apply.

12. Falafel Plate v 139 kr
vegetarian buns with vegetables, hummus, 

mhamara and tarator sauce 

13. Pork gyros  149 kr
served with fries, vegetables and chili aioli

14. Chicken Shawarma 149 kr
served with fries, vegetables, tarator sauce 

and tzatziki

Stew

6. Fasoulia Arida vegan 159 kr
bean stew with coriander. 

Served in a mud pot with rice

7. Makhlota vegan 159 kr
cumin taste oriental mixed bean stew 

Served in a mud pot with burgull

11. Kids Menu 110 kr
(only for children under 12 years old)

choose between: - chicken bites
- pork bites
- grilled halloumi v

Served with fries and tzatziki

lunch includes salad, pita bread, fresh fruits, coffee, tea and cookies
extra sides cost 30 kr

NOTE: In case of allergies, please contact the staff. We reserve the right to any text and typographical errors.

Salad 

8. Health Salad v  169 kr
lettuce with grilled halloumi, beans, 

quinoa, sun-dried figs, walnuts
and oriental dressing 

9. Chicken Salad  189 kr
lettuce with chicken fillet, chickpeas, 

sun-dried tomatoes, roasted almonds, 
raisins and oriental dressing

10. Shrimp Salad  189 kr
lettuce with shrimp, avocado, 

pomegranate and coriander dressing

Pita Bread Roll 110 kr
1. Gyros with chili aioli 
2. Chicken with aioli
3. Sujuk (oriental sausage) with hummus
4. Halloumi with mhamara v 
5. Falafel with tarator sauce v

All rolls contain lettuce, onion, tomato
and pickled vegetables

15. Pappas meza (can be vegetarian) 189 kr
sujuk (spicy sausage), falafel, hummus, 

mhamara, tzatziki, grape leaf roll, grilled 
halloumi, fried calamari, and potato wedges.

20. Husets tallrik 189 kr
1 chicken and 1 Pork stew. Served with 

potato wedges and hummus 

17. Makloubi (can be vegetarian)  189 kr
chicken fillét pieces, eggplant, tomatoes, 

onion, seasoned rice, cashew nuts
and tzatziki 

16. Sayadieh (can be vegetarian)  189 kr
salmon fillet and seafood with saffron rice 

and aioli

19. Sudr djej and halloumi  189 kr
grilled chicken fillet and halloumi with oriental 

sauce. Served with burgull and tzatziki 

18. Ozi 189 kr
grilled lamb pieces with pine nuts, almond 
nuts and raisins. Served on seasoned rice 

and tzatziki

Dishes from 15 to 20 are served with 
mom's salad and marinated carrots
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